
Host: Boston College 

Exchange Period: Second Semester 2016 (Fall Semester) 

Boston: 

Boston is the gorgeous capital of the state of Massachusetts, as one of the United States oldest 
cities it is packed with history, along with wonderful architecture and culture. Boston is also a hub 
for students, as there are so many universities throughout the city there is always something going 
on!  
Weather in Boston varies from about 25 to 30oC humid days in August to not getting above 5oC in 
December with buckets of snow, so keep that in mind when packing for your exchange. Fall 
(autumn) in Boston and New England in general is absolutely phenomenal, if you have a chance 
while on exchange head north to Vermont or Maine during October (ish) when the leaves start to 
change to beautiful reds and oranges.  

Boston College:  

BC is a private Jesuit University so the culture there is pretty different from that at Otago, classes 
are much smaller with about 25-25 people, class attendance is mandatory as well as class 
participation, both count towards your final grade, this was definitely daunting at first but by the 
end of semester is found it invaluable.  
Boston College is an awesome place to study; classes are a lot more structured than at Otago with 
less focus on self-focused learning and a lot more assignments and tests. The lectures are small and 
fairly formal; some lecturers will have specific rules about using laptops in class or only allowing pen 
and paper note taking. Grading at Boston College is a lot harder than at Otago, and it can be a 
seriously competitive environment with most lecturers grading on a curve. 
There are so many opportunities to get involved at Boston College, definitely go to the semester 
involvement fairs and put your name down for anything that looks interesting to you, from political 
groups to cultural groups to sport groups there is definitely something to join for everyone. As I was 
in the US for the monumental election year I took advantage of joining the campus democrats as 
well as getting involved in the colleges various volunteering groups. 
As an international student you will be assigned an IA (International Assistant) and be placed in a 
cluster group, this is fantastic as it gives you a base group of people to ask questions to and get help 
whenever you may need something both before you leave for Boston and while you are there.  
 



Accommodation: 

Exchange students have the option to apply to live on-campus, I applied but ended up living off-
campus as did the majority of incoming exchange students to Boston College. I lived in a three 
bedroom apartment on South Street with two other exchange students, we met through a 
Facebook group created for incoming exchange students in the fall semester before arriving in 
Boston, I would really strongly recommend sorting out flat mates before arriving in Boston and have 
a few apartments/flats prepared to look at together once you have all arrived. 

To find accommodation Boston College has its own search website where rooms are posted and 
where you can look for other students to flat with. It is also good to reach out to real estate agents 
in the area around Boston College. Areas to look at are South Street, Greycliff Road, Foster Street, 
Radnor Road, Kirkwood Road and Commonwealth Ave; these streets are where a bunch of off-
campus students are and are really close to campus. 

Cost: 

You will spend a lot of money while on exchange wherever you go, Boston is a fairly expensive city 
to visit and to live in, the biggest expense is definitely rent; the average rent per month for a flat or 
apartment near to Boston College is around $950 to $1100 USD, the further away from the 
university you get the cheaper rent will be. 

Supermarket prices are slightly higher than in Dunedin, with fresh fruit and vegetables being pretty 
expensive. The cheapest places to do grocery shopping are Star Market and Trader Joes, but there is 
also a produce market in the North End on Saturdays which has cheap produce and worth the trip. 

Travel in the US is also expensive, plane ticket prices are insane except for the odd Spirit Airlines 
deal (they are a lot like Jet Star), when traveling short to medium distances the best option is a bus 
which takes forever but is cheap. Saying that, taking the time to travel is 100% worth it, the United 
States is beautiful and absolutely huge with each corner so different from the rest.  

Visa/Paperwork: 

Getting a visa for the US can be pretty daunting at the beginning of the process, there are a bunch 
of forms and online applications, that all lead to an interview at the US consulate office which lasts 
about 45 seconds, you give them your passport and all the documents they ask for and you get it 
back a week or so later with a shiny visa sticker in it and you are ready to go.  

A tip for going to the visa interview would be to arrive early, and bring absolutely everything they 
ask for plus anything else which may be relevant, I saw quite a few people turned away for 
forgetting to bring something. OIP is the office at Boston College that you will mostly deal with in 
regards to visa and paperwork questions; they are really lovely and are the ones that send out all 
the visa information initially. 

 

 

 

 

 



General Tips: 

 The coffee is terrible, saying that The Chocolate Bar is better than Hillside for on campus 
coffee. Eating on campus is pretty expensive but if you put money into your BC account you 
get 10%. 

 Get a Charlie Card for the T asap, you get discount tickets. You can get one from the 7/11 at 
Cleveland circle. 

 The B line is terribly slow so avoid it if you can, The D line is the fastest way to get into the 
city and the C line is average. Utilise the BC shuttle bus, its free! There is also an app called 
Rider which tracks how far away the shuttle is. Uber is your friend for getting home late at 
night after the T stops running around midnight during the week and 1am on Fridays and 
Saturdays. 

 Open a Bank of America account, there are two ATMs on campus, I withdrew money from 
my NZ account and deposited into my US account easily. Having a US account is best to 
transfer money between your flatmates for paying bills. 

 Go see the Red Sox (Baseball), the Celtics (Basketball) and the Bruins (Ice Hockey), it’s 
absolutely worth it for the atmosphere even if you don’t have a clue on the rules of the 
game. Also check out the BC sport teams, they aren’t the best but it’s a lot of fun to get 
amongst the crowd and cheer on the home team. 
 

 

 

 

 

 


